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Electricity savings

TWh/year

Greenhouse gas 
reductions

Million tonne 
CO2e/year

Europe 200 100

World 1500-2200 900-1400

The potential

Further benefits in terms of reduced operating 
costs, improved operations/profitability, reduced 
air pollution, improved security of supply, avoided 
investment capacity in generation/transmission
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Vattenfall presents the free lunch
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Realising the potential

Incentives                 Regulation                 Education

Money   Minimum Standards Information             
Campaigns

Source: Hugh Falkner, Future Energy Solutions
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Solutions

Tried/proven
– Motor labelling & standards

Under test
– E-Learning
– Packaging motor efficiency with 

profitability/productivity/maintenance
– Packaging motor efficiency with other solutions
– Integrated motor programmes
– Branding energy efficiency
– Using carbon finance
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E-Learning

Application notes
Case studies
Decision making tools
Webinars
Webcasts
Minute lectures
Quiz
…
Supported by conventional marketing
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Expo3D
A 24/7 virtual tradeshow on sustainable energy
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E-Learning’s global reach
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Rephrasing energy efficiency

ProfitProfit

SalesSales ProductionProduction

Health &Health &
SafetySafety

EnvironmentalEnvironmental
LegislationLegislation QualityQuality

AccreditationAccreditation

EnergyEnergy
SavingSaving

Source: Hugh Falkner, Future Energy Solutions
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From Energy Efficiency to ‘Smart Energy’

‘Smart Energy Key Accounts Programme’
– IEE Proposal
ICA China’s support programme for 
regional conservation centers

Motor systems + electricity distribution, 
industrial process heat, power quality, 
lighting, cogeneration, on-site renewables
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Integrated programmes

Polish Energy Efficient Motor Programme (PEMP)
1. building capacity and raising awareness by 

providing information and services 
2. demonstration projects to establish and 

showcase technical and economic benefits 
3. stimulating market transformation and 

competition through a financial incentive 
mechanism. 

4. a policy component
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Branding Energy Efficiency

What is a ‘Brand’?
– A brand is a (positive) image that, once 

established, can be applied over more 
than one product or service area. It can 
be destroyed by applying it too 
widely across doubtful products and 
services
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What is a brand?

Non-manufactured
Intangible
Inextricably individual
Living
A persona
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What a brand is not

A name
A logo
A product
A packet
A colour
A fragrance
A presentation in the sense that there is a 
physical package involved
Activities or programmes
An advertising campaign
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A brand exercise

Diamond

Kellogg’s Corn Flakes

US Presidency

Democracy

Skin Heads

http://www.buddhanet.net/s_img017.htm
http://www.learn.co.uk/
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What is our ‘high efficiency motor systems’ 
brand?

http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/energyefficiency/eurodeem/index.htm
http://www.motorsmatter.org/index.html
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Tapping the potential of carbon finance

Example:
– 1 kW motive power, running 4,000 

hours per year at 60% load, saving 
30% at 0.9 kg CO2e/kWh avoids 648 kg 
CO2e emissions per year or 13 tonne 
over a 20 year lifetime

Each kW of efficient motor power 
generates annual revenues of 10 euro as 
carbon in addition to 36 euro as electricity
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Conclusions

The game is worth the candle
But we need to gear up for the game
Promising tools for a dream campaign:
– A technical library as education e-resource 
– A global support network under a motor 

challenge type umbrella communicating to 
decision makers in their terms

– Minimum standards on motors and softer 
regulation on motor systems

– Carbon finance
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